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By a “turn-square” is meant a latin square of order ten expressed as a direct 
product or 8roups of orders 2 and 5 with some fatin subsquares of order 2 turned. 
An image of a potential completion of such a latin square collapsed onto an 
order-5 square is given. 
Using a UNlVAC computer, the author [I] found in 1960 that there is 
a latin square of order 10 with 5504 transversals, compared with about 
850 for random order-10 squares. This special latin square has upward of 
one million orthogonal mates. Hopefully without error, the author ruled 
out extendibility of this latin square to an orthogonal triple, using auto- 
morphisms and patterns of crossing transversals, The upper-left and lower- 
right 5 x 5 blocks of this latin square are 
5 9 3 2 1 
9 3 2 I 0 
3 2 1 0 4 
21043 
1 0 4 3 2 
The other two blocks are obtained from that displayed by adding 5 to a11 
entries and reducing (mod IO). This latin square is the direct product of 
groups of orders 2 and 5, altered in that three latin subsquares of order 2 
are turned. The general class of such latin squares of order IO will be referred 
to as “turn-squares,” as referrenced in the above title. Other “turn-squares” 
also have numerous transversals and orthogonal mates. (No other example 
is known to the author with as many as 5504 transversals.) 
The author has tried unsuccessfully to produce a “blackboard proof” 
that the special “turn-square” cannot be extended to a complete set of 9 
orthogonal latin squares of order 10. This note is a result of these attempts. 
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If a “turn-square” can be completed, then there are 80 transversals con- 
necting each pair of cells open in the initial square. We consider the image of 
these transversals collapsed onto the cyclic latin square, 
04 3 2 1 
4 3 2 10 
32104 
2 1 0 4 3 
1 0 4 3 2 
Each cell of the above corresponds to the four cells of a latin square of order 2 
in the “turn-square.” Thus none of the 80 transversals can collapse with more 
than one count in a cell of the 5 x 5 image. A completion corresponds to 
80 bitranscersak 2 cells in each row, 2 in each column, and 2 containing each 
digit. Each pair of cells in the 5 x 5 image with like row, like commn, or 
like digit is to be connected by 8 bitransversals. Each other pair of cells is 
to be connected by 16 bitransversals. 
An example of such a set of 80 bitransversals is given. The pairs of digits 
represent two column indices in rows 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. Eight are 
listed; each is used twice. Then the list is multiplied by 5 by adding to all 
symbols each residue class and reducing (mod 5). 
01 13 23 04 24 
01 13 24 02 34 
01 24 02 13 34 
01 24 12 34 03 
02 23 04 13 14 
02 23 14 34 01 
02 34 14 01 23 
02 34 01 13 24 
Whether the discovery of this set of 80 bi-transversals should be inter- 
preted as suggestive that some “turn-square” is completable the author does 
not know. Numerous further conditions must be met. 
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